THE BLACK EXPERIENCE IN THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

ZOOM IN TO HEAR A MEANINGFUL, PANEL DISCUSSION FROM BLACK PROFESSIONALS IN THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT FIELD AND HOW THEIR LIVED EXPERIENCE SHAPED THEIR IMPORTANT CONTRIBUTIONS WITHIN THEIR RESPECTIVE FIELDS. THIS EVENT IS OPEN TO ALL.

MATT JONES, MCP '15 MAPP+D ALUMNI NETWORK PRESIDENT (MODERATOR)

JESSICA JONES, MRED '09 SENIOR REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT MANAGER AT ENTERPRISE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

OLUSEYI OLAGBENLE, BS ARCH AND URBAN DESIGN '10, MCP ‘14 DEPUTY DIRECTOR, PLANNING AND CAPITAL PROGRAMMING AT MARYLAND TRANSIT ADMINISTRATION (MDOT)

MIDEI AKINSADE, BS ARCH '96, MARCH ‘05 DESIGN DIRECTOR AND FOUNDER ATELIER MIDE, ADJUNCT PROFESSOR, ARCHITECTURE, MAPP

WHERE

ZOOM
HTTPS://GO.UMD.EDU/MAPPBLACKEXP